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Smart Alex

Prof. Aleinikoff
b) Jt-H Blake
In three vears u~ ultorney for the U S
Justice Dept , mcludml! u stmt •Hth lht
department'• Of{ue of I e~taf Coumef, Ale.\
A leuukofj ••·a1 jun•rf "'tlh 1uch ll!~taf l!liiC'I 111
thore 11/rroundlltl! thr rc•cf'.flnitton of C'hmo
and the reCI'IIt """"l!ratwn of Hottion a11tl
Cuba11 rt'fll)!l'l'\ lie orl••ill'd h11th official\ 111
the Carter culmmt1tru1um 011 the rellll'ml!flt
of claim\ foflo,.·m!: lhe releu!£' oj the
Amencu11 lmrtul/t'\ m /ra11. Ackllm•ledi!IIIR
~ome differenn•• oj opmion wuh h11 co
workerr re~turt/mfi Jlllt "ho I he depurlllll!nl'~
client\ 1\Ue, Afruukojj •u.n he worJ.ed {or
JUS! one-tlr1• (.. nttt•tl \lot ., Conlfltllflon
Alemlkoff il 28 •·ear~ old (in hir own wordr,
28 and ele•·e11 '" £'/(thv He il fi••e •·ean mil
of )u/e I aw .~chool, a11d tn hi.\ fin! 11101/th a1
a profen or of cOII\tJtufloflaf law at .'vfic/IIJI.Ufl.
Vext reme11er he \\'ill tt•ach courre~ 111 lm ·
mJRratJOII and \lott· and I ocuf Gm·emmenl
Law
f'ole. If an.1 oj thl' followmf!. appear\ un
duf) f avorable ro Alem1koff, conwder that
'he mten·Jeker, u lt'cond-•ear Hudent, IS one
of AfeJmkoff\ \tud•·nt' and a nororiou1 AIH ·

ass./
Q. Is your age any kind of obstacle to
teaching?
A. No. Well, it depends. It depends how
confident you a re about what you're
teaching . l mean, when I walked into
class the first day I'm sure some of the
s tudents were saying: " This guy's gon·
na be teaching us and he's only 15 years
old.'' But it's not a matter of age. l
s pent three yea r s working 1n
Washington and, well. there are other
professors who come right out of _law
school and clerk1ng into teaching ..
There are sevl'ral on this faculty who
never practiced at all.
Q. What did you do in Washington?
t\ , 1 was with the Office of Legal Coun·
sel. the Justice Department. which IS
o.;ort of the law firm for the executive
branch.
We served basically two
roles · as advisors. so when somebody
asks, " How can Wl' do ·x· ," you tell

ee Alein i ~off, page 5
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Undergrads Keep OUt?
by Clirf Douglas
The Law School Student Senate
<L.S.S.S.> voted unanimously last Mon·
day to support Professor Beverly
Pooley's recommendations to restrict
usage of the new Law Library addition
to law students and authorized person·
nel only . L.S.S .S. President Doug
EHmann reported to the Senate that
Professor Pooley has decided tentatively to employ a private guard bettween Monday and Thursday. and
possibly on Sunday. to check identification at the a ddition's entrance.
Since the Senate has given 1ts enthusiastic support, it will now be up to
Pooley to finalize the policy in the next
two weeks.
" The Law Library has been abused in
the past to the detriment of law students who need seace to study there," o~
served L.S.S.S. Vice President Porlla
Moore after the vote. "and I think the
dec1sion will benefit law students."
The
Senate
al so
decided
unammously, upon Treasurer Tom Lottcrman's motion, to nix fundmg for
L.S.S S. organizallon members to

travel to conventions around the United
States. This is a turnaround from last
year and was brought about by perceived overspending for tr avel expenses by L.S.S.S. organizations during the
1980-81 school year. The Senate agreed
to provide organizations with L.S.S.S.
funds to pay for convention registration
fees. Hotel, food and plane expenses,
however, will now be footed by
organization members themselves.
At its meeting of Monday, September

21, the Senate issued this ultimatum :
unless L.S.S.S. organizations seek
recognition and request funds from the
Michigan Student Assembly by t~e
beginning of October, the Senate Will
not allocate organizational funds from
the L.S.S.S. treasury. Senate members
scheduled a meeting for October I to set
the organizational budget for the
1981- 82 school year.
The Senate also discussed plans for

e8

White Joins
School Bd.
by P h il Dutl
The UM law faculty placed one of its
members on the Ann Arbor School
Board this summer When Prof. J . J .
White captured one of three available
seats on June 8.
White decided to run for the board
last March. His major reason for running was his belief that the Ann Arbor
schools are not presently achieving
their potential to be among the best in
the nation.
In finishing second behind Robert
Gamble, White led the conservative
slate. Running mate Robert Foster
finished third. The election of White and
Foster gives conser vatives a 5-4 edge
on the board. White believes, however ,
that most of the issues the board faces
are non-political and should not split the
board along pa rtisan lines as they do.
White hopes th at the wea kest
teachers in the system can be replaced,
and that others can be enouraged to
1mprove their performance. He also
feels that funds should be allocated in
favor of more tr aditional approaches to
education.
White's election had nothing to do
with the change in his responsibilities
as Associate Dean ; when White accep·
ted the deanship, he agreed to do so for
three years only.
White's legal and negotiating sk ills
are rarely called upon in the course of
his duties on the Board . most of the
legal problems the board encounters
are outside of his specialty, and the

see Wh ite, page 8
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Are "No E nt ra nce" signs at the new library enough? The
Law School might hire a gua rd to r estr ict access to law
students a nd authorized personne l.

New Campbell Topic
by Joseph Blum
The topic for this year's Henry M.
Campbell Moot Court Competition was
announced a t an organizationa l
meeting in Hutchins Hall last Monday.
this year 's entrants will a rgue the constitutionality of a statute requir ing the
balanced presentation , in public
schools. of both evolutionary and
creationist theories of the origin of the
uni,·erse.
According to Mark Haynes, a winner
in last year 's competition and one of
this year's organizers, ther e were
several reasons for choosing the topic.
" First, the issue of creationis m is
timely.'' commented Haynes. '' It is expected that the Supreme Court will address the 1ssue m the next year or two ..
Haynes also believes that. because it IS
timely and r equ1res "no spec1al
knowledge of the matenal, 1t w11l appeal to many students. Finally. Hayne·
observed that there were ··a number of

lower court cases and law review articles addressing the issue, but as of yet
no definitive Supreme Court decision."
The Campbell Competition is an annual extracurricular event held for
second- and third-year Michigan Law
School students. There are three rounds
of competition culminating in the fina l
argument which takes place in march
Each round is judged by a panel com·
posed of members of the law school
fa culty and outside judges. A U.S
Supreme Court Justice IS usually imported to presi de over the final
argument.
Although most participants work in
two-member teams. an Interested
student mav enter the competitiOn on
h1s or her own The final deadline for
entermg the Campbell Compellt1on is
:\1onday. October 5 Interested !>tudent5
should drop off a card With tht! names
and phone numbers of the team members m the ma1l slot of Room 23-l .
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LaW School Fund Report
by Roy F. P roffitt
Since 1961, when the Law School's
first organized fundraising campaign
was initiated by a group of 25 or 30
alumni and Law School representatives,
the Law School Fund has been producing tangible benefits for the entire Law
School. In fact, there is scarcely an
aspect of the Law School that bas not
been enhanced by the presence of the

Fund during the first two decades of its
existence.
The contributions in that first year
totalled slightly less than SSO,OOO. Since
then, the fund has persisted and
prospered, and with the completion of
the twentieth campaign in 1980 a total of
$6,980.745 has been contributed to the
Law School Fund. <This is in addition to
approximately S13,900,000 raised
during the &-year Capital Campaign.)
Following steady progress, 1980 was

its best year yet!
Total dollars
$833,719.33
6,236.00
Total gifts
5,360.00
Total alumni donors
Percent of alumni
participating
40.8%
What happens to all this money?
Each year 15-20% of the dollars are
earmarked one way or another by the
donor (Student Funded Fellowship,
scholarship and loan funds , library
purchases, etc.). The Fund is entirely
self-sustaining, and the annual costs of
operation have ranged from 10% to
17% ; the rest is unres tricted. The
var ious financial aid accounts for
needy students have received the
largest portion of all receipts. Other
direct benefits for students have included prizes for outstanding scholastic
·achievement, improved placement and
_ ad mission operations, support for
student organizations and actvities
such as legal aid, case clubs, the

MURPHEY, YOUNG & SMITH
Columbus, Ohio
will be interviewing interested 2nd and 3rd year students
fo r positions commencing in the summer of /982 on

Wednesday, October 7, 1981
Our firm is young and growing, now consisting of 30 attorneys. We
have a general business practice focusing on commercial litigation,
securities and finance, and tax and business planning.

Michigan Yearbook of Intel national

Law, senior day activities, etc. Some ~f

the money has been used to ass1sl
faculty research, purchase equipment
for the instructional program such as
video-tape recording and viewing
equipment, and to augment resources
of the Law Libra ry.
Some "necessa r y additions and
alterations to the buildings have also
been made, such as the carrels on the
second level of the third-floor library in
Hufchins Hall, the interview rooms
along the edge of Room 200, remodeling
in the library, and air-conditioning and
new lights in some of the classrooms.
The Fund has also helped with the
rehabilitation work and purchase of
new beds, carpets and draperies m the
Lawyers Club. A recent project was the
remodeling of Room 116. And the Fund
will pay for the yet-lo-be-completed
improvements in Room 200.
A still new and very specific student
connection has been the use of the Fund
as a deposi tory for s tudent contrib utions for Student Funded
, Fellowships (SFF>. During 1980 a total
of $5,876. 41 was rece1vcd from 128 law
students and 4.2 members of the class of
1980 who made their first gift to the Law
School Fund for use by SFF. The needs
of SFF were successfully combined
with the purposes of the Fund. The
Fund office was regularly open to
receive gifts throughout the year, and
an accurate record of the contributions
was maintained. Since the 1981 SF!''
gifts are still being received, no totals
are available.
This recital of the varied uses of
money collected through the Law
School Fund is not exhaustive, but it
unders~ores the fact that it would be
difficult to over-estimate the importance of private giving to the "good
health" of the University of Michigan
Law School.
The Law School Fund doesn't j ust
happen. Students soon to become alumni and alumni will be asked to support
the Fund in two ways-through contributions, of course, and also through
1

'

service on the ''team" that makes the
Fund go and grow. Since its start in 1961
the Law School Fund has been an important alumm activity. There is a
nucleus of three offtcers and a national
committee. Each year the officers
name 17 regional chairpersons, who. in
turn, select state and/or local chairpersons, who in turn ask others to help
them solicit 10 the local areas, until a
team of 500 to GOO alumnae and alumni
are organized. This group 's efforts
through personal solicitations are supplemented b)- a follow-up by an agent
for each class. The goal is to be sure
that each graduate is reminded of the
Fund each year
No one is asked or expected to contnbute more than once a year . Those in
charge beheve that increased numbers
of alumni contributing each year is the
key to success. If that goal is reached
the dollars seem to take care of themselves. In any g1ven year more tha n
40% of the 13,350 alumni will make a
gift to the Fund , and at least two-thirds
of all of the alumni have yartic~pated
at some time As fund raising goes
those are pretty good figures. but a fe'>l
private schools cHarvar~ Yale.
Columbia , Stanford ) have at l~ast 50%
participation each year. Is there any
reason why Michigan alumni should do
less? What you do will be part of the
answer.
The National Committee meets in
Ann Arbor each spring to review the
previous campaign and to make plans
for the coming year.
Copies of the printed r eport for the
Fund for 1979 and 1980 will be placed on
the table in front of Room 100. Help
yourself as long as they last. From
them you can see the growth patte rn for
the first 20 years. Continued growth is
imperative to provide those "extras of
excellence" that will assure that the
University of Michigan retains its
position as one of the truly great law
schools of the world.
Professor Proffilf has fleneral administram·t
refponfibtltty for the Fund.

•

McHale, Cook & Welch, P .C.

Alexander, Ebinger, Fisher,
McAlister & Lawrence

of Indianapolis, Indiana
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

of Columbus, Ohio
w i ll be intervi e wing inte rested
2nd and 3rd year students o n

Tuesday, October 20th
for positions with the firm during Summer/ Fa//, 1982

.......

Wednesday, October 14th
for po siti o ns with the firm
during Summe r , 1982

R€GENO'TRAVELINC.

Haircut Clinic
1210 South University

FACULTY
STAFF
STUDENTS
Individuals or Groups I Domestic or International

Grand Opening Special
10% off any haircut or
style with this do.
Distinctive hairstyling
fo r men and W<?m en.

MAJO R CREDIT CARDS HONO RED
" we con arrange ;o b i nterview fli ght for y ou"

HOTELS • CAR RENTAL S • CRUISES

CALL
665-6122

"Satisfying Your Full Travel Needs with Friendly Personolized Se! vice"
Convenient ~o!i.on :

601 E. William

(CORNER E. WILLI AM & MAYNAR D)

ANN ARBOR

HoursM-Sat. /Oa.m. - 6p.m.
Evenings by appointment
665-0395
Offer expires October 28th, 1981
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Notices
National Conference on Women and the
Law: Constitutional and Civil Rights
Programming Subcommittee will meet
Thurs., Oct. 1 at noon in the Women
Law Student Assoc. office, Rm. 110
LRB. No experience necessary. P lease
come to share-your ideas.

1982 a nd final competition in Sacramento, California, on March 2f?-27, 1982.
The Law School may enter one team
of two law students. Registration for
the competition closes on November 30,
1981.
If there _is s ufficient student interest
in the competition, a team will be selected upon a competitive basis. For further information please see Prof.
Aleinikoff.

Regioa ls Heber Smith Community
Lawyer F ellowship Program Group
meeting for all interested third year
students on Tuesday, October 6, Room
236 from noon to 1 :30. Please stop by the
Placement Office to pick up an application.

The section of family law of the American Bar Association has announced the
1982 Howa rd C. Schwab Memorial
Award Essay Contest in the field of
Family Law. Second and third year
students are eligible to submit a paper
of approximately 3,000 words on any
aspect of family Jaw. F1rst, second, and
th1rd prizes of SSOO. S300, and S200.
respectively. wiiJ be awarded.
E ntries for the competition must be
submitted by Aprill6, 1982. For further
details, see Prof. Alex Aleinikoff.

A softball team composed of women
£rom the law school plays each Sunday
at6:15 p.m. Last Sunday they won 19-1,
but they still need your help. Any
women who are interested in playing on
the team should contact Yolanda
Torres or Michele Wolin . Games are
played at Mitchell Field.
The Confer ence Room in the Law
Library addition, which seats 17, is
available for use by any Law School
group during times when it is · not
needed by Library staff.
The room is scheduled by Mary
Clemence and Sheilah Phillips, S-180,
phone 4-9322. Anyone who wants to use
the room should reserve it through
Mary or Sheilah . They won't take
reservations more than a week in advance, but will take them right up to the
minute that a 1-!rouo wants to start usinl!
it if no one else has signed up. The
room will be locked and users may obtai n the key in S-180.
The Seminar Room in the library addition is scheduled by Lois Scott, 311
HH, phone 4-Q535.

FEDERATION Of'

Thank You! The Family Law Project
Bucket Drive collected $660 on Sept.
17th. The FLP is very grateful to all the
law students who participated in or contributed to the Drive.
Creighton Law School has announced
its first annual National Legislative
Research and Drafting Competition.
The competition will require a team of
three students to draft a legislative bill
and a supporting memorandum , to
elicit information from an expert witness, and to testify before a mock
legislative committee.
The competition problem will be
distributed in October 1981, and the
draft bill and memorandum must be
submitted by January 25, 1982. The advocacy portion of the competition will
take place on February 25-27, 1982 at
Creighton Law School in Omaha.
:"'ebraska .
Any students interested in participating should see Prof. Aleinikoff.
immediately.

I NSURA~CE

The Center for La w and Social Policy
will be interviewing for Winter term ,
1982 externships on Tuesday, October
13. Students in their third and fourth
terms, this term. are eligible. P lease see
Carla in the Placement Off ice to
schedule an interview. There will also
be a group meeting at noon on October
13 in Room 236 for all interested students. You're welcome to bring your
lunch!

,

~

Notices Policy

1------------------w
The Re1 Gestae welcomes notices concerning law school orga nizations and
events. Notices must be typed, and
must be submitted by Noon on :\londay
to appear in that Wednesday's issut'.
The~ may be dropped off in the Drop
Box next to the Senate offi ce <opposite
Room 218 Hutchins Hall ) or at the R.G.
office in Room 202 La" yers Club
Cabove the kitchen ).

'

CO U~SEL f'OUNOATIO~
ST U OE~T E SAY CO~TEST

The Federation of Insurance Counsel
Foundation has announced its eighth
annual student essay contest for 1982.
Second and third year Jaw students are
eh~ible to submit a paper dealing with
andy insurance-related subject, including tr ial practice or insura nce litigation. The submission, which should
be between 10,000 and 12,000 words in
length, must have been prepa red solely
for the contest.
The first prize includes a $2,000
award and an invitation to attend the
Foundation's convention in Colorado
Springs. A seconjl prize of Sl,OOO and a
third prize of SSOO will also be awarded .
Authors of any other essay selected for
publication in the Federation of Insurance Counsel Quarterly will receive
an award of $250.
Entries must be submitted on or
before May 1, 1982. For further information, please see Professor Alex
Aleinikoff.

The Law Student Division of the
American Bar Association has announced its annual Client Counseling
Competition. The competition, which
will involve client counseling on issues
of child c ustody and child support, will
include a regional round on March 6,

No'rmandie
Flowers
Fresh Flowers

a

Pienta

1104 S. Unevers1ty
Ann ArbOr. Mlch•gan 48104

313/996-1811
Open Moro - Sol lO a m. - 6 p.m
Your Co mpus Flower Connection

POSTE,.S • .. llSU Mt:S • NEWSLETT£ .. 5
P,.OGAA "' S • 11,. 0C H U .. £S • STATS
B OO ~ L £1'1

• !I U S I NESS C A,. OS

£NV£L::>P!'S • L t:TTE .. HE A O S
WEOOtNG I N VIT A TIO N S

,. U III!£,. S TA.,.P <;
NCOl FO,.MS
C O P IES

761 - 4922

COOLEY, GODWARD, CASTRO,
HUDDLESON & TATUM
of San Francisco, California
and Palo Alto, California
will be interviewing interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Monday, October 19
and

..

Tuesday, October 20
We plan to employ 15 permanent associates to join us in 1982
and IS summer associates for 1982

.
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To Be There Or
Not To Be There
Last Spring, the Res Gestae asked the Law
School faculty to let us in to cover their meetings.
They balked, fearing our presence would inhibit
the openness of their discussions. We pressed our
claim, and the result was a faculty vote in April
to allow an R.G. reporter access to the open portion of faculty meetings provided that quotes in
the resulting stories were not attributed to their
sources. We told the faculty then that we found
the condition unacceptable. We still do. As a
result, we will not attend faculty meetings.
This year's staff-about half of whom are
holdovers from last year-did not reach this conclusion unanimously. There were those who
argued that, because faculty meetings provide a
forum for decisions which directly affect students, and the R.G. is the Law School's only news
organ, we have a duty to report on the meetings
as thoroughly and accurately a.s pos!'ible .
It is true that our decision not to attend faculty
meetings will force us to obtain information. on
those meetings from the two other Senateappointed student representatives or from
faculty members themselves. It is also true that
this second-hand fact gathering carries some
potential for inaccuracy. However, we believe
this danger is rendered minimal by the very
condition the faculty chose to impose on our attendance-sinGe the primary advantage of our
presence would have been the ability to quote
accurately and freely. Furthermore, because
most faculty discussions of sensitive issues are
held in executive session, from which all student
obser vers are barred, our attendance in those
circumstances could avail us of nothing. Finally.
and most important, whatever diminution of our
ability to r eport accurately does exist is far outweighed, we believe, by the principles involved
in our decision not to attend.
We wrote, in an open letter to the faculty last
Spring, that we did not think decisionmakers at a ·
public institution should be able to shield themselves from the scrutiny of the people their
decisions affect. We also said that we did not
cons ider anonymous reporting to be a
meaningful form. of scrutiny. We still believe
that. Once having said that, any decision to attend meetings this year would represent a compromise of principles of openness and press
freedom for benefits which are uncertain at best.

NO Place Like Home
by David Tach au

School starts and suddenly,
wham ! it 's~ interviewing
season. Time to pore over the
firm resumes, looking for the
areas one might possibly want
to practice in, looking for the
nuances of pro bono interest,
looking for the telltale signs of
backbreaking workloads, indifference toward associates.
institutional rigidity.
Time also to get your suit
cleaned, and to learn how to
work your strong points into
conversations. Time to dream
up a reason why you're absolutely certain you'll really
live inSan Francisco forever,
if only you get a job this summer . <You'll settle for a
flyback l Time to build the
arguments within yourself for
why you're going to " try" this
kind of practice , just this
summer.
This was my experience last
year. I carefully chose the
firms I wanted to interview
with, marshalled my priority
cards, got my hair cut <what
there was of it) , and tried to
have a good attitude' about the
whole thing.
Of course, it wasn't always
easy. Sometimes the questions
made it hard to ignore the
nature of the world I wa s
trying to enter ("Do you find
yourself resenting your nonla~ school friends who don't
think as logically as you do?">
Often those damn rejections
couldn't simply be shrugged
away. And for me, who has not
done especially well at law
school, the inevitable inter·
view question about my
gr ades
often
left
me
frust r ated ,defensive, and
pointlessly determined to do
better next semester .
To my surprise, it all turned
out wonderfully. A fortuitous
interview with a former editor
of the Journal of La" R!!form,
and a gracious recommen·
dation from one of the only
professors who could have

Letters
AWACS
Reply
To the Editor :
The sale of AWACS to Saudi
Arabia is an example of how
the government postpones
problems by paving the way
for greater disasters.
I
commend
those
Cong r ess member s
who
question the sale. The issue is
not the historically exclusive
exer cise of foreign affairs
power by the executive, but
the historically bad judgment
of the State Department and
Pentagon in the Middle East
and elsewher e . Whenever
Congress has ceded its
judgment to tht! executive, as
it did early on in Vietnam , it

said anything pos1t1ve abOut
me, developed into a job at the
one firm I most wanted to
work for.
It was a rather large firm,
with a typical Washington
practice. It offered training,
significant cases, amazing
salaries, and the prospect of
an occasional do-gooder
assignment.
~ow
it's interviewing
season again, and this year
the priority cards are a dif·
ferent color :

But this year, I'm a dropout.
I'm going back home to Kentucky, and probably not to

mattered to the miners
whether they got their checks
every month. And I wanted
what I did to matter .
Is that too simple? I guess.
I also didn't like being one of
ninety lawyers- it made me
feel too a nonymous . And I
discovered that the training
and
the
mobility are
somellmes mirages. A lot can
depend on what kinds of
assignments you get, and
whether you're stuck on certain projects or working for
certain people.
Finally. there wee two other
things that bothered me about

·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Now it's interviewing season agam, and
this year the priority cards are a different color
But this year I'm a
dropout. I'm going back home to Kentucky, and probably not to work fo r the
sort of firm that interviews here.
·:-:::.:-:::,:-:·:::.:·:::::.:::::::::::::.:·:·:=:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·
work for the sort of firm that
interviews here.
I'm not sure about this yet.
at this point , I'm actually
thinking about doing family
law, and worker's comp cases.
and maybe even personal in·
jury suits. Sure, I hope there
will be an occasional class action , or sex discri m ina lion
suit. But the mainstay . .:tt least
for a while, will probably be
workaday cases.
What happened to me was
that I got to thinking this
summer about the black lung
benefits claims 1 worked on
when I was in VISTA the year
before law school. And I
realized that the miners and
widows in those cases had
really cared about what happened with their claims. Not
that the corporate officers 1
was indirectly working for this
summer didn 't care about
what 1 did. Only that I didn't
think it really mattu~d to them
what happened, the way it
has been sorry, and so have
we.
The sale will threaten Israel
and harden its position in
negotiation . The offensive
capabilities of AWACS will be
demonstrated in a Mideast
war . In an attack on Isr ael.
th~ planes could give a picture
of the entire country's aerial
activity from stratosphere to
ground. Mr. Dervishi relies on
either Israeli " mastery" or
Saudi incompetence to avoid
an Indo-Pakistani war in the
Holy Land, in which American
military hardware is pitted
against itself.
To view AWACS as guarding
against Iranian, Yemeni or
Ethiopian aggressors is
laughable. For emost, the
House of Saud fears that its
own people, in concer t with
Palestinian immigrants, will
follow the example of one of its
hostile neighbors, and toss out

the practice I saw. To be can·
did, it looked as if I d ha":e to
behave more than I really like
to do. And most of all , I
became unnerved seeing how
many attorneys really wished
they were somewhere else.
doing something- anythingELSE-with their lives .
So I'm going home. I can
play a role in the community
in Louisville, and maybe I' ll
even be able to send my
children to public schools. i'll
still be able to get the ew
York Times on days when I
want it. and though the ocean
will be fa r away, I guess I will
always be able to fly there on
vacations.
I hope it all works out.
Maybe when I ta lk to my
fri ends at their firms over the
neltt few years. it'll turn out
I" m making a mistake. Oh,
well-you have to burn a few
bridges sometime.
Da,·id Tachau IS a third yi!Or
rtudent at the La" School

the elite. Arming the elite ,
decreases the incentive to
make concessions to and con·
nections with the -people's
aspirations. and diverts inter·
nal resources and attention·
from more productive under·
takings. This hastens the
elite's demise and supplants
accommodation
with·
polarizationand cataclysm.
Useless or maling. the
presence of the AWACS will
justify more inter vention in
the a rena later . AWACS will
need to be "supplemented "
first by "advisors," then by
the Navy and " Rapid
Deployment" forces to fully
" secure" the oil fields . Rather
than ensuring access to
energy resources, the sale en·
sures that State Department
a nd Pentagon warlords, as
well as defense contractors,
will have increasing per·
manent employment.
John D. Erdevig
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Opinio·n
O'Connor Hearings Were Worthless
by Randy Barr
Q. Judge O'Connor, what are your per·
sonaf views on the separation of church
and state?
A: Mr. Chairman, Senator _ _ _ __
I befie•·e that the Supreme Court has not
specifically addressed the 1ssue. Thus, the
law is largely unde veloped.
Q. Judge O'Connor, would you enunciate,
as clearly as possible, .vo.ur v1ew\ on the
role of the Supreme Court tn our system
offederalism?
A: Mr. Chairman, Senator _
I believe
that the Supreme Court's mau• to5k IS to
interpret the law and not make it. Yet, I
would not hesitate to stnke down on unconstitutional fa~.

Late last week , the Senate voted
unan-imously to confirm Sandra Day
O' Connor 's appointment to the
Supreme Court. The vote was greeted
with enthusiastic but weary approval
by most court-watchers. I say weary
oecause the confirmation hearings
which preceded the vote had all of the
attributes of a bad play.
The Plot. Simply put, nothing of value
happened during three days of
hearings. Although numerous questions
were asked and answered, I found
myself wondering whether the
esteemed Senators were listening to
each other, since each Of them seemed
to ask the same questions. Is it possible

that the questions were more important
than the answers?
Thr Characters. The prota gonist ,
'Judge O'Connor, handled herself with
aplomb. Exhibiting numerous judgelike qualities, she proved adept at
evading several clearly impropE'r
questions posed by the Senators. For
instance, when aske.d to relate the contents of a conversation she had had with
President Reagan prior to her appointment. she replied that should the
Committee desire specifics, they should
ask the President.
The Dialogue. The dialogue was strictly pedestrian. The Senators found it
impossible to ask questions which could
elicit short replies. Instead. vague
generalities were the norm, frequenUy
causing Judge O'Connor to a sk for
clarifications. Could it be the Senators
were not well-versed in the subleties of
the subject raised for discussion?
The Senators. on the other hand. did
not come off nearly as well. As a group,
they appeared frequently distracted,
although several of their comments
were surprisingly perceptive. For instance, when Judge O'Connor faltered
at answering whether her sex would influence her decis1ons on the Court,
Senator Joseph Biden CO-Dell pointed
out the obvious in saying that Mrs.
O'Connor could hardly divorce herself
from her opinions Yes- I guess there

Ltibor Demonstrates
Commitment
by .Jack Crable
On Saturday, September 19, the AFLCIO sponsored what was perhaps the
largest political rally ever held in
Washington, D.C. As many as one-half
million marchers <that's 5 Michigan
football stadiums full of people l
representing political and labor groups
ranging from the Ground Zero Club to
the U.A.W. converged on Washington in
a sea of chartered buses and vans.
Because of the air controllers' strike,
union members from western states
were una ble to fly to Washington.
Alternate rallies. with attendance at
over 400,000, were held in Denver and
Los Angeles. Pres1dent Reagan was absent from the White House. apparently
having made a point of finding
som ething to do outside of the
Washington area .
I left for Washington with over one
hundred other Ann Arbor participants
early F riday evening. PIRGIM had
arranged the transportation which consisted of a caravan of vans <every bus
in southern Michigan had already been
chartered).
After parking our van in a suburban
area we trave lled into down town
Washington on the new D.C. subway
system. The system had beeniented bv
the AFL-CIO for the day ($65,000) to
facilitate movement of the marchers
into the metropolitan a r ea . The
Washington Monument had been selected a s the staging ground for the

march.
At approxjmately 1:00 p.m . the
march towards the Capitol began. For
four hours, masses of working people
marched down Constitution Avenue
grouped according to their union affiliation or political cause. Signs and
placards were the order of the day as
were the usual political chants (e.g.,
"two ... four ... six ... eight, Bonzo is
our head of state"). The march was
peaceful a nd orderly as was the rally
which followed . The long Jist of
speakers feataured the heads of the
N.A.A.C.P ., .O.W., and many urtions.
Unfortunately. a poorly functioning
sound system made it difficuJt for many
to hear.
The political strength of organized
labor has been dormant for the last
decade while some even questioned its
continued existence. Eleven days ago,
the AFL-CIO demonstrated in a convincing fashion that working people are
angry, that they a re committed, and,
perhaps most important, that they are
well organized. If over one-half million
people wer e willing to travel thousands
of miles to participate in rallies after
onl y one year of Mr . Reagan ' s
presidency, how many more will be
willing to drive to their local polling
places after bearing the brunt of his
economic policies for three mor e
years?
Jack Crable is a th1rd year student ot the
Low Schoof

are even heroes among our politicians.
The point of all this is simply that the
confirmation hearings served no purpose whatsvever . Some might argue
that Judge O'Connor's answers helped
the Senators decide which way to vote,
but that is hard to believe-confirmation was well-nigh a foregone conclusion. Still others might argue that
fhP hP~rings provided a useful forum to

educate people on the views of a future
Justice, but that is also hard to
believe- very few even watChed the
telecasts of the hearings, and those who
did learned very little about O'Connor's
views. AJI in all , the hearings proved to
be a big waste of time, energy, and
money.
Randy Barr is a Jrd year student at the Law
School.

Aleinikoff,

A: Yeah . But ther e was some interesting work ther e that I've never
been interested in.
f rom page 1 on the other hand, 1 did take some
time off from the office to work on
them what the laws and the Con- things I fell really strongly about. I
stitution say. and we would adjudicate spent two months in P hiladelphia
disputes between agencies regarding working on the Philadelphia police
what the laws say. It was really very in- abuse case. It turns out we were
teresting. (Afeinikoffspecijically pointed to dismissed for lack of standing. The
hiS role m the recogm11on of Red China and United States did not have the right to
the Iranian claims seulement.)
bring suit.
Q . How much of your own politics did Q : When you were working on the case
you bring to your job? How much of did you have an idea that you might not
your advice was accepted or rejected have the standing ?
A: Weil l wrote the brief that lost in the
on political grounds?
district court. (sheepish lau~thter.)
. The hiring there was not done
politically. I mean the people went out Q: Ok. You're five year.; out of school
and now you're teachmg You think you
and conscientiously looked for people
have qualities that su1t you better for
who would do a good job, without
teaching than for practicmg?
regard for whether they were
A: Well , I think it's more of a lack of
Democrats or Republicans.
qualities
I have a general belief in
The advice we gave was absolutely informality , and dotng work in
non-political. . .. My boss, John Har- something I really beheve in, that's
mon, the Assistant to tbe Attorney something I have to do. I think if I
General , did not see himself as a hired worked in a corporate firm I'd either be
gun. We gave our best advice on the uninterested, or maybe repulsed by a
law. Whether that was followed or not position taken by one corporation or
we had no control , .ver. Occasionally another. I'm not interested in the
you'd get things from the White House problems of corporaltons. And morally,
or cabinet members saying, " I want notlegally, I'm not~nto the "hired-gun"
'X', tell me how I can do it." And theory of law. But there is public inthere's some pressure on you to come terest work, government work . ...
up with the way to do it, to be a creative
I've wanted to teach since I was in
lawyer , to 'serve your client.' But if you law school. But I wanted to get enough
can 't do it you don't do it. It could be a experience under my belt so that when I
very political role, but we saw our- walked into a classroom I'd know
selves as public lawyers, whose• role something about what I was ~aying. I
was to protect the laws and the Con- wanted to build some confidence in
stitution of the United States.
myself.
Were you nervous your first day of
There were times 1 worked on issues
teaching?
the policies of which I had a har d time A: Did it appear that I was?
with, but nonetheless you have to give a
Ohhhhhh ... a little bit.
Iega I answer . an d .It was c 1ea r . Q:
A: Of course I was. I sort of remember
~~~:!~~~hli'l~ g:~de ~~vi~u~;e~~: ~~ speak ing in half-sentences or
. .
th. I'd
something. You 've got to be . . it's just
myse If th a t th ts 1s some mg
never
unkn
I' stood p ·n front of
want to do.
an
own. ve
u 1
So sometimes you're not happy witjr large groups before . . but ~ot 150
the results, and I think that's one of the students. You know · · · you don t know
r easons I left- that some of the how people expect ~ou to be. how
things I'd been working on in the Reagan chummy you can be w1th students. how
administration would be things I per- chummy they want you to ~ · · : · Do
sonally didn't approve of. I don't like students want a teacher who s gomg to

cr.

doing ~~~a! tasks on things I'm not hapPY WI ·
Q . Was there any time that you simply
refused to work on an issue?
A: No, but there may have been times
that I expressed enough disinterest or
distaste with a problem that I wasn't
asked to work on it. My views were
pretty well known in the office. There
was some work I did with the intelligencecommunity ...
Q : What kind of work?
A: Well. uh, a lot of it's classified.
Q : You can trust me.

~~:~~o~~~~;~~~~sg~~~ ~c:a~;~n~~

the classr oom and say, " I' m the
teacher, and I know the answers"?
But I'd say after the first week or so I
was fine . The students here have made
it easy. They appear interested .
motivated (some of them ), a nd it's
been fi ne.
Q : Last question : Any one particular
achievement that you'd point to?
A: I sat 1n the com missioner of
baseba lrs box m last year· Wor ld
eries. (Poust.) I should have thought of
something better than tha t.
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·Food, Glorious Food
by Jon Kurtzman
Ann Arbor is a small city with more
than its share of gustatory amenities.
Apart from its German restaurants
-the city 's population is still about
20% of German origin-Ann Arbor
boasts just enough of a number of
ethnic cuisines to keep the stomach and
the imagination happy.
Fir st on most people's list of
preferred ethnic food is Chinese. There
are two good Chinese restaura nts in the
Ann Arbor-Ypsilanti area: China Garden , a t 3035 Washtenaw(just past
Stadium Boulevard and the big, old Arby's), and Old China, at 505 W. Cross in
Ypsilanti (just down the street from
Eastern Michigan).
China Garden was opened last year
by Chef Jan, who had previously cooked
at Cathay House in Briarwood Mall.
Chef J an is an award-winning cook .
from Was hington , D.C., and h is
restauran t is imm ensely popular.
China Garden does a good job with
Szechuan and Hunan food; the food will
come as hot and spicy as one wishes
and wiU be cooked without MSG and
salt, if so requested. The restaurant has

its problems : portions vary in size from
visit to visit a nd the soup bowls are
ridiculously small. Prices a re fairly
high- $6 to $8 per entree-but the food
can be very, very good.
Old China is sort of an Ypsilanti landmark and one of the finest kind. At Old
China, if you want your food hot, ask for
it because it will come mild. If you say
very hot, you will get nuclear reactor
hot. This restaurant, like China Garden, has an extensive menu, with full
listings of Szechuan and Hunan food.
What distinguishes Old China is the
value one gets for one's money; the portions are large and reasonably priced.
A Szechuan noodle dish, with pork, beef
or chicken in a sauce with vegetables,
costs under five dollars and is too much
for two adults. A fried banana dessert,
a favor ite at Chinese restaurants, is
one-half to one-quarter, the usual price.
The cold dishes, such as 'cashew
chicken, are also very good.
If you want to get in your car and
head out for real Ca ntonese food, not
alm ond chicken and chow mein, go to
The Great Wall at 35135 Grand River in
Farmington. <Take M-14 to 275 north to

Rutan and Tucker of Costa M esa, California
will be interviewing second and third year students on

Wednesday, October 7
Our firm of approximately 60 attorneys is located in the Los A ngeles
m etropolitan area, with commens urate practice and salaries. We have
the additional advantage of being adjacent to Ne wport Beach in
dy namic Orange County, with its s uperior living and recreational
en vironment. Our practice emphasizes corporate law, business litigation, public law, real estate, tax and probate p lanning.

.

696 to the Grand River exit, get off at
joyed the restaurant and the food and I
the first exit and turn left, the
recommend that you give it a try.
restaurant in the Drakeshire Plaza,
Prices are reasonable a nd are very
about two miles up.) None of the good
cheap for the vegetarian dishes.
stuff is listed on the menu but the ,
Raja Rani, at 1133 E. Huron (on the
·waitresses or the owner, He~ry Lurn,
big curve in front of the dorms) is Ann
will give advice. Try the lemon chicken,
Arbor's Indian restaurant. Indian food
silver needle noodle chicken, pork or
is hard for the average American to
beef, and everything else. Be sure to
relate with, but it can be well worth the
have a peanut butter and chocolate
effort. Raja Rani has excellent food,
sauce sundae with Henry's own
some hot <but only as ·hot as you want> ,
chocolate
and
vanilla
ice
and most not. Choices range from
cream- unreal!
grilled chicken and meats to the classic
Ann Arbor possesses a good Japanese
curries and supersweet desserts. The
restaurant, Kamakura at 611 Church
prices are pretty high and the portions
<down the street from Good Time
aren't particularly large. U you get the
Charlie's). At Kamakura, one has the ' food really hot, you don't care about
choice of sitting in a chair at a regular
how much there is.
table or on mats at a low, Japanese
To many Americans, J ewish
table. Since much Japanese food is
delicatessen is not ethnic food. Well, it
boiled, some meals are cooked at your
is, and Ann Arbor bas one good deli.
table; a skillet full of water is plugged
Stay away from those places on State
in, filled with food, and you eat from the
Street and head for The Market Place,
skillet. Kamakur a has good sushi and
at 422 Detroit <at the corner of Kingsley
sashimi- 1 recommend the raw
in Kerrytown, between Fift h and
tuna-and is an excellent place to warm
Division). The Market P lace is an oasis
your insides with rice wine on a cool
of quiet, thank god, instead of the usual
day. One odd note: the owners play
deli kitsch and clatter. The sandwiches
video cassettes from Japanese
are large and reasonably priced. The
television during dinner. This can be
soup is very hot and good (not too salty,
annoying or amusing . It's hard to watch
either). On Sundays, The Market Place
Pink Lady, the female singing duo, in a
has french toast made of large pieces of
Las Vegas-style revue.
challah or egg bread-delicious ! Even
One restaurant in Ann Arbor has-the
if the food were lousy, the restaurant ofdistinction of being named to Esquire
fers a chance to get away from the
magazine's list of the 100 Best New
main part, the student par t, of Ann Ar·
Restaurants in America. That
bor.
restaurant is The Afghan Home, at 331
Just up the street from The Market
N. Maple (in the Maple Village ShopP lace is Argiero's Family Restaurant,
ping Center out Huron ), which also has
at 300 Detroit. This restaurant had betthe distinction of being one of the few
ter be family because almost no one
Afghan restaurants in this country.
else can fit inside; it is a converted,
Afghan food is a mixture of Indian and
brick gas station with about eight
Middle Eastern cuisine. On the menu
tables. Argiero's serves very creditable .
one finds pakura, which is a deep fried
southern Italian cooking- southern
yegetable appetizer from India, roast
Italian cooking uses more-tomato sauce
chicken, tabouleh, and a number of
than northern cooking. Every once in a
lamb dishes. The menu isn't parwhile, every normal person gets a
ticularly large, but there is a good
desire that only pasta can satiate. U
selection of vegetar ian dishes. To be
you are that normal person, Argiero's
honest, I found the food a little greasy
is a good spot, particularly if you are a
and the amount of mint u~ed was comvegetarian.
pletely foreign to my tastes Still, I en-

KISS OFF
INFLATION

Ice, Miller, Donadio & Rya_n
of Indianapolis, Indiana
is pleased ro announce that it will be interviewing
interested summer starters, and 2nd and 3rd year students on
I·

GET 10% off copyi ng

r i CK ur YOUR .EB.f.f. DISCOUNT

CARD

Wednesday ~ October 2nd
for p ositions with the firm during Summer/ Fall, 1982

AT

Copyquick

*
*
*
*
*

notes
briefs
resumes
reports
anything

1217 SOI.ffii UNIVERSITY
769-0560
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PAUL, HASTINGS, JANOFSKY
& WALKER

MORGAN, LEWIS & BOCKIUS
will bae in terviewing all 2nd and 3rd year students
who are seeking empioyment with the
Philadelphia, Was hington , D.C., New York
•
or Los Angeles Offices on

of Los A ngeles, California
We have approximately 130 allorneys and are seeking 20 permanent
associates and 25 summer associates to begin work during 1982.
Th e firm is engaged 'in a j ulf servi;e practice including corpor ate,
securities, real estate, tax, litigation and labor law.

Monday, October 19, 1981
Lawyers f rom these offices will host a
presentation and reception f or the students who
have scheduled on-campus intervie ws
on Sunday, October 18, at the Lawy er's Club Lounge
at 7:00p.m. -

I ~-~HO ACROSS FROI< THE C41<PUS

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 5 and
I

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 6
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DSD-A Outruns
Gold Tracksters'
by Phil Dutt

Mike Holland took two firsts while
Kevin LaCroix and Cliff Douglas took
one more each as Law Gold placed
second in the three-team Graduate
Division Intramural Track Meet, held
ou the university outdoor track last
Tuesday, September 22.
Boasting the largest squad at the
meet,' DSD "A" took team honors with
93.5 points, trailed by Law Gold with
711.5 and MBA Blue with 53 points.
The Gold tracksters, although performing well, were hampered by a lack
of depth and restrictions on the number
of events an individual could enter ;
with a few more competitors, the Gold
team might have been able to pile up
enough 3rd, 4th, and 5th place points
to make a serious run at the title.
Mike Holland was Gold's only doublewinner, as he swept both hurdle events;
Holland stepped easily through and was

not seriously pressed in both the 60meter highs and 11o-meter lows. The
Goid team 's other individual titles
came in the 800-meter run, where Kevin
LaCroix ran away from the field , and in
the long jump, where Cliff Douglas took
a solid victory.
Full Law Gold results :
High jump: George Schisler, 2nd
Long jump: Cliff Douglas, 1st ; Doug
Miller, 3rd; Tom Geelhoed. tie for
4th
Shotput: George Schisler, 4th
60m HH : Mike HoJJand, 1st
1600m run : Lee Katzman, 4th
lOOm dash: Mark Bowman, 3rd ; Doug
Miller, 4th ,
800m run : Kevin LaCroix, 1st
400m dash: Mark Bowma n, 2nd
110m LH : Mike Holland, tst
4x400m relay : Mark Bowman, Lee
Katzman. Doug Miller, Cliff Douglas,
2nd .

Intramural News
So, the time-consuming pressure of
your studies has kept you from proper ly
training for the Detroit Free Press
Mar athon, and you don't want to enter
without making a serious attempt at
q ualifying for Boston? Do not despair ;
the LSSS has just the balm for your
guilt-stricken 'r unning conscience : the
Fall LSSS Mini-Marathon .
This season's version of the MiniMara thon will be run over its
traditiona l three-mile <more or lessl
course through beautiful Nicholls Arboretum on Tuesday, October 13, at
4: 15 P .M. All law students, faculty, and
significant others are invited to erter ; a
map of the course will be poster on the
Sports Bulletin Board, in the basement

hallway of the librar y, at least one week
befor e race time.
If you have a ny questions, or if you'd
like to help administer the race (volunteers are r iotously welcomed), call
Ma rk Bowman at 764-8944 .

r

Sports Poll
This week we're offering baseball cogniscenti a chance to prove their
prowess, too. We will give a coupon for a pitcher to the winners of both the football and baseball polls ; you need not enter both polls to win.
Charlie Wolfson's 17-3 record last week won him a pitcher of the finest hops
at RICK'S AMERICAN CAFE on Church Street. To win your coupon, drop your
football entries in the Sports Poll bqx on the table in front of Room 100 by n?on
Saturday, Oct. 3. Baseball entries will be accepted as late as noon on the f1rst
day of the division playoffs.

NL East - - - - - -- - - - AL East - - - - - - - - - NL West _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
AL West - - - - - - - - - NL Champs - - - -- - - - - AL Champs - - - - - - - World Series Champs _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Michigan at Indiana ( 8~)
Mich. State 061.iz) at Notre Dame
Minnesota at Illinois (912 >
Florida State ( 5 ~) at Ohio State
Purdue at Wisconsin <1112)
Carolina at Ga. Tech (211'2 )
East Carolina at Duke (31'2)
Army (4 1 2) at Harvard
Lehigh at Delaware (lliz)
Missouri <10 1'2) at Miss. State

Tiebreaker : How many official at-bats will the New York Yankees have in their
first playoff gam e? _ _
Name
P hone - - - - - , Address
~

Shaw, Pittman , Potts & Trowbridge
of Washjngton , D.C.

Soccer
Delta Tau Delta 2, Law Gold No. 2 1
Law Gold No. l 0, Lssoe Ba ll Fowls 0
Law Gold No. 3 2, Oxford I

Softba ll
Shea's Rebellion 2, Pena l Action 1
Pdontoblasters 10, Pros & Cons 0
Law Dogs 5, Ambulance Chasers 3
Corpus Delecti 24, IPPS 6
Murphy's Law 20, Law Bucks 1
Cod Pieces 7, Rib Tips 5

Florida (612) atLSU
Jack. State <5 1 2> at S.E. La .
Syracuse (41 '2l at Maryland
Iowa at Northwestern <21'12 >
Iowa State (8 1'2 ) at Oklahoma
Northern Ill . at BaU State (61Az)
Texas A&M at Texas Tech (9 1 2 l
Nevada-Las Vegas at Wyoming <5 112)
Colorado 0 41'2) at UCI'..A
Stanford at Arizona (6 1 '2 l

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and Jrd year students on

Friday, October 9th
fo r positions with the firm during Summer/ Fall, 1982

'

Dechert, Price & Rhoades
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
a ll intereste d 2nd and 3rd year students on

Friday, October 16
We dre a Philadel phia-b ased national law fi rm composed of about
200 attorneys w i th oHices i n Phi ladelphia , Washi ngton, D.C . ,
Denver, N ew York , london , Brussels, a n d Harr i sburg.

Baker & Botts
of Houston, Texas
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested sum mer s tarters, and 2nd and Jrd year students on

Wednesd ay, October 14th
fo r positions with the firm during Summer/Fall, 1982

'

Musick, Peeler & Garrett
of Los Angeles, California
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and Jrd year students on

Thursday and Friday, October 15th & 16th
f or positions with the firm during S ummer/Fa//, 1982

Ervin , Cohen & J essup
of Beverly H ills, California
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and Jrd year students on

Thursday, October 15th
for positions with the firm during S ummer/ Fall, 1982
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Bollinger Addresses Committee Off-key
Birthday
Tribu te

The government may eventually
have to decide once and for all whether
to engage in public-interest regulation
of broadcast media, or to cease from
any such regulation entirely, Professor
Lee Bollinger told a Congressional subcommittee last week.
Prof. Bollinger, a specialist in First
Amendment theory at the Law School,
said the advent of new technologies
such as " videotext" and " teletext"
news dissem ination- where newspapers' contents are actually broadcast
on a video screen- raises unusual
questions on First Amendment rights
and media regulation.
In the past, said Bollinger , the courts
and regulatory agencies have followed
a dual policy regarding First amendment issues- leaving the print
media virtually unregulated, while
establishing rules for "fairness" and
" reasonable access" requiring a diversity of views over the airwaves.
But Bollinger said widespread use of

"videotext" would actually combine
print and broadcast merua, a nd could
r aise complicated free s peech
questions.
" We will feel compelled to choose
whether or not to regulate at all.
"Though it is difficult now to see how
that choice should be made in the
distant future, the presumption should
be, I think. against, rather than for,
total regulation," argued Bollinger.
Total regulation under those circumstances would be risky because "we
might lose in the process that intangible
but nevertheless vital sense within the
press of being independent, and to some
degree 'unaccountable' to anything but
its own journalistic standards."
Bollinger testified last week before
the House Subcommittee on Telecommunications, Consumer Protection and
Finance. The subcommittee is considering the broad area of deregulation
of broadcasting, and the rewriting of
some of AmE-rica 's ear!y com-
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the October 30 and 31 dedication
ceremoni es to commemorate the
opening of the Library addition. Doug
EHmann announced that Dean Terrance Sandalow has mvited several
guest speakers. including recently retired tJmted States Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart and Circuit Court
Judge Carl McGowen. to participate in
the sympostum. entitled "The Legalization of American Society." Tickets to
the festiVIties will sell for twenty dollars
Wtth special half-price tickets going to
students.
The L.S.S S. also was faced with the
need to fill the Academic Standards
Committee spot left vacant when Kathy
Erwin stepped down recently to replace
Jackie McMurtrie as a Second-Year
Representative. Senate members opted
not to appoint anyone until all law
students were given the opportunity to
apply for the position. The Senate is
now accepting applications.

board hires a professiOnal negotiator.
Nevertheless, White was instrumental
in the settlement of the local teachers'
strike in early September . The teachers
were damanding a 9% increase plus
·'the schedule," which doubles the percentage increase for certain teachers
with inter mediate amounts of
seniority. The board was offering a flat
9% raise. or a 7% raise plus schedule.
White broke the deadlock by agreeing
to an 8% increase plus schedule. which
amounts to an average 10.48% salary
increase. When news of White's vote
was published by a local newspaper,
conservatives were chagrined by hts
"defection."
White feels the increase is not
unreasonable and can be met by the
board with some difficulty. However. 1f
school re--venues drop (a distinct
possibility if the governor cuts property
taxesl, the contract will have to be
renegotiated.

Law in the Raw
Wised Up
After sitting by helplessly for years as headhunters used its directory to raid law firms . Martindale-Hubbell has joined with the National
Association for Law Placement (NALP ) to form a
national placement ser vice for " experienced"
lawyers. Envisioned as a more professional alter native to the often predatory practices of headhunters, the new service will operate solely by
referrals and will not solicit either a pplicants or employers. - National Law Journal, September 21. 1981

Paying the Piper
Telecommunications giant AT&T, which is still
defending a government antitrust suit filed against
it in 1974, estimates that it has spent over S331
million dollars in the litiga tion . " That's the cost of
doing business in today's climate," says Associate
General Counsel John Preston, Jr.
- Legal Times of Washington, September 21, 1981

Law Firm Sweeps.
The results of this year's law firm survey are in. Big
gainers in the Top Ten a rc Philadelphia's Morgan,
Lewis & Bockius, rising to the number 3 spot from a
fifth-place finish last year, and Cleveland's Jones,
Day, Reavis & Pogue, which has climbed from
number 10 to number 6 this year . Baker & McKenzie
(of Chicago and just about everywhere else> has
held onto the coveted Number One position. with
New York 's Shearman & Sterling still trailing by a
whopping 227 lawyers. Stay tuned for further
developments.
- Legal Times of Washington. September 21. 1981

Listen to th1s A young man, done up
weird m a big, black bow tie and a
glistening red tuxedo. entered
Professor
Kamisar's
Cr imina l
Procedure classroom last Monday
lingered in- one of the side aisles. and
bided his time qUJetly until about five
minutes remained in the hour. Heads
turned. but nobody knew what he was
domg there.
Finally he made his move. announcing that "I believe I've got the permission to inject a bit of absurdity'" into
the sess•on. What he was. as the back of
his tuxedo loudh announced. was the
singing representative of the " Eastern
Onion Singing Telegram" outfit, and on
this day the subject of the man 's
lengthy and sometimes on-key tribute
was b1rthday gtrl Janice Cohn, one of
Kamisar's studt'nts
The class roared as the man, accom panied by the wind-up monkey "h e
pla<'t'd on the dt'sk in front of Ms. Cohn
extolled the b1rthday girl's special day
in song, mcluding the lines, " No one
gives a shit 1bout your b irthday
anymore, and proclaiming a "toast to
semhtv .. And then it was over.
Ka~isar wa~ about as nonplussed as
usual, which means that even though he
bad ~iven his approval of the gag, he
was a httle bit plussed. "Jesus ...
Kamtsar exclaimed. "will the da ~
never end?"' Kam1sar added that. in
hght of his recent m-class admonishments of magistrates who a ll too
wilhngly dish out search and seizure
warra nts. "this 1S a perfect example oi
not knowing what I was doing ...
Finally. Kam1sar admitted that ··r
was hoping the dean wouldn't come in ..
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Folding Dough
In related news. this year's salary war s are
heating up again. ~ew York is still far in the lead.
with 13 firms offering starting salar ies of S43.000 to
people who have just finished law school but are
otherwise much like you and me. The Big Three in
Houston- Vinson & Elkins. Fulbright & Jaworski.
and Baker & Bolts-as well as O'Melvenv and Gib- ·
son, Dunn & Crutcher in Los Angeles a nd a dark
horse, San Francisco's Heller, Ehrman, have all
boosted starting salaries to $35.000. Closer to home.
the leading Detroit firms Miller, Canfield and
Dickinson. Wright a re weighing in at S29.000.
- Legal Times of Washington. S~ptember 21, 19 I

Quote of the Week
" The defense lawyer gets paid by the hour. It
behooves him to string a case out for years.
bringing it right to the courtroom steps before his
client coughs up the money. He earns his fees by
running the meter. If he settled every case the day
he got it, h is 'income would dro p out of
sight.-Oefense Attorney F . Lee Bailey

